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Overview

Who We Are
PT Sinar Asih is established in 2006.  At that time, 
it was a metal workshop serving nearby customers, 
gradually more serious orders such as fabrication of 
table conveyors and conveyor belts were obtained, 
then later on pumping system installation including 
pipe lines and electrical panels were the main jobs. 
Overtime various improvements were made to 
keep growing, to respond challenges in time to 
come.



Commitment
The success story of the last ten years shows the 
commitment and hard work of the company and the 
workforce. 
PT Sinar Asih has commitment to learn, to improve, to 
develop competencies to respond challenges in the 
future.

What We Do

•  As pump integrator, PT Sinar Asih produces base  
   plates, and integrates pumps and diesel engines or    
   electric motors, and do alignment job.
• We also equip our workshop with test bench to test  
   pump performance.
• We make electrical panels with soft starters and  
    inverters to ensure the motor or engine work smoothly. 
• We make spare-parts for your unit operation and
   we can repair your mechanical system. 
• We also can do regular maintenance to your  
   manufacturing unit. 
• We survey your worksite in advance to ensure that your   
   entire requirement is comprehensively accommodated.



Values

Teamwork
We set up a common goal, we expect everyone to join and 
actively participate.  We believe that individual consists of 
strengths and weaknesses, we combine those strengths 
and throw away the weaknesses.

Learning
We believe that everybody needs to improve day by 
day. We teach people, we learn from each other, we 
send people for training. We care about development of 
individual. We believe that company will only be able to 
grow if the people also develop.

Integrity
We believe that integrity is an important foundation that 
can drive the organization to become the best.
We want to join the responsible corporate citizen who 
committed to health, safety and environment policies, 
who comply with laws and regulations. We are honest, 
trustworthy, respectful and ethical in the way we do 
business. 
We are accountable for our actions, successes and failures.



Human Capital

In PT Sinar Asih, employee is considered the most important 
asset. The company will support employees who are willing 
to learn, to add knowledge, to attend courses,to improve 
their competencies. We believe that helping to upgrade 
employees’ quality will result in higher quality, more pro-
ductive outcome in the future.  We also focus on individual 
positive sides, utilize them, and improve them. 
We believe that people will grow better and perform better 
when enough responsibility is given to them.



Award &
Certification

Health, Safety
and Environment
PT Sinar Asih  is committed to safety and health of 
the employees and its operations and is committed 
to involve in preserving environment.

Quality Management
System certification
PT Sinar Asih targets to have the QMS in place by
Mid-2019.



Customer Trust
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We choose Integrity as our main values to 
ensure that we are honest, trustworthy, 
respectful and ethical in the way we do 
business.  We also commit to deliver 
quality that meets customer needs. We 
deliver products and services in time.  We 
communicate back and forth with our 
customers to make sure that the products 
and services delivered meet the quality 
that the customers’ needs within the time 
frame agreed.  We have intention to work 
together so that in the long run we become 
the trusted partners that can serve as a 
second layer team of our customers.



Contact Us

PT Sinar Asih Indonesia
 
Jln. Sinar Asih II no 3, Jatiasih, Bekasi
17423, Jawa Barat, Indonesia 
Phone: +62 21 8241 8951 
Fax: +62 21 8241 8765 
www.ptsinarasih.com 

Contact: 
Faiqal Adriansyah Effendy, 08561195019 
faiqale@gmail.com

Irfan Prasetya, 0813 1654 1606
Irfan.prasetya@ptsinarasih.com 

Hiftya Ningsih,0898 9066 020
hiftya.ningsih@ptsinarasih.com 

Budi Maheditomo, 0899 4218 839
budi.md@ptsinarasih.com 

Teguh Supriyanto, 0812 870 7998
teguh.sp@ptsinarasih.com




